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sudo vi /etc/x11/xorg.conf section "serverlayout" screen 0 "primary" inputdevice "ps/2 generic mouse" "corepointer" inputdevice "keyboard0"
"corekeyboard" option "corepointer" "auto_dev" option "corekeyboard" "auto_dev" subsection "display" depth 1 endsubsection endsection diablo 2
play disk vcd mod note the addition of the auto_dev option to option "corepointer" and option "corekeyboard" directives. this directive means that if
no other touchpads or keyboards are detected, xorg will try to probe for one (as both corepointer and corekeyboard are now only "auto_dev", this
would no longer make sense). the directive indicates that this device should be set to "auto_dev" in section "serverlayout." the advantage of the new
asynchronous write implementation is that meta-data updates are much more responsive. we see this in the number of directory deltas, which
increase as more frequently accessed files are updated. meta-data changes are probably the biggest issue related to responding to disk changes.
there is no reliable mechanism to tell when a file was created, or when a file's contents have been updated. unless the file changed size, updating the
meta-data to reflect the file's new size may be impractical, as this may involve a number of disk changes and even an entire write operation. for
example, consider a file system that contains only the meta-data for a single 8kib file. if the file's contents were updated, the meta-data would not
have to be updated to reflect the new file size; the file contents would suffice.
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the system writes this information as it exits the kernel and that information is saved in a file known as the system.log file. in a ufs environment this is
a file located in a directory called kernel.syslog under the / directory. in zfs this is a file called zdump.out, placed in a directory called debug/ under the
/ directory. in its default state, the ufs file system will attempt to automatically mount the file system into the root file system. this requires the system
to access a partition table to determine the location of the file system root, which is specified by the rootdir variable. during bootstrap, the file system

is located in the /dev directory and rootdir must point to this location. when a file system is created, the corresponding file in the file system root
directory is named fsck. this is the file that the system boots to when it detects problems with the file system. if a system with multiple disks is

installed, it is necessary to have a directory containing the mount points of the various disks, called the mount point directory . this directory must be
configured by the installer, and this can be done by changing the /etc/fstab file. this file should be edited prior to installing the system software, so the
change is permanent. if the physical disks are attached via scsi and the hardware raid controller has no support for software raid, software raid must
be setup manually. this is done with the mdadm tool, which is part of the multiuser system. it is not possible to setup software raid automatically as

/dev/mdx is automatically created when part of the raid is created. 5ec8ef588b
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